
One 90 min. intake session in your home with athlete & parent/s

Five 60 min. sessions at Coach Ann's office 

Mindset Assessment for athlete 

Strategic game plan for 3-5 areas to improve

Personalized review plus actionables provided to the athlete

after each session by picture graphic in a text

Accountability with Coach Ann between sessions

Availablity to chat if struggling during or after a practice, game,

or tournament

Mindset workbook, binder and journal

Personalized mindset/breathing technique recorded for athlete

Attendance by Coach Ann at 1 local event or streamed

One 30 minute coaching session by phone for parents on how to

support your athlete's mindset growth

 

6 sessions

Includes:

 
Investment in your athlete's peak performance mindset: $700

($650 for one time payment or  2 payments of $350)

 

 
Peak Performance

Package
 

For athletes needing specific tools and support for breaking mindset barriers in

order to reach peak performance in their sport. 



 
Mental edge

Package
 

One 90 minute session with athlete and parents and 11 one hour sessions 

All main elements from the Peak Performance Package above

Two 30 min parent sessions

Consistent contact from Coach Ann with athlete outside of sessions

Life coaching support for athletes for balance with school, sports family,

college etc.

Personalized sports vision script co-designed with the athlete and

written by Ann then recorded by a professional sportscaster. Can be

used for big matches, recruiting trips, areas of continual breakdowns on

the court that need re-programming, or peak performance visualization

for game time.  ( A $125 value)

Professional illustration of your athlete as his/her alter ego Superhero.

The most bad-ass uber-confident and in the zone caricature. This takes

multiple sessions to dig into all the assets the athlete wants to exemplify

in the artwork and all the strengths they want to be owning in this

design. See mine below. (a $200 value)

12 sessions
 

GOLD TIER 
 

Includes:

For athletes needing mindset rocketfuel to get their performance to its

optimum level with quicker results. More consistent support equals better

confidence and more efficient growth. This package helps make a greater

impact and life-long changes for your athlete on and off the sports field. 

Investment : $1700

$1600 one time payment or 

two payments of $850

 

 



30-minute parent sessions - $50

Personalized sports vision script co-designed with the
athlete and written by Ann then recorded by a
professional sportscaster. Can be used for big matches,
recruiting trips, areas of continual breakdowns on the
court that need re-programming, or peak performance
visualization for game time. etc. $125

Professional illustration of your athlete as his/her alter
ego Superhero. The most bad-ass uber-confident and in
the zone caricature. This takes multiple sessions to dig
into all the assets the athlete wants to exemplify in the
artwork and all the strengths they want to be owning in
this design. See mine below. $200

Awesome Add ons


